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President
Jeanne Christensen

The fall has certainly been busy and uniquely different for

Speaking of celebrations, the SCSBOA board has spent the

each of us. I have heard from so many educators who have

past several months planning for our in person January

re-created their teaching once again. From taking on brand

Professional Development Conference at the Hyatt

new courses, teaching classes outside, to switching grade

Regency Orange County. Our conference is a wonderful

levels, our SCSBOA members continue to make a

tradition. I hope you will take a moment to register now for

difference in Southern CA. Students are eager to learn. In

the January 21-22, 2022 SCSBOA conference weekend. It

many cases they also don’t have the skill sets they once

will be another wonderful reunion for many of us with

had or the same opportunities they once were provided, but

outstanding sessions, food, and a chance to reconnect with

we are building programs steadily to make sure all students

one another.

have access to music education. Thank you for all you do!
I hope you are able to find time to relax and unwind during
I’d like to congratulate all of the marching programs who

the holiday season. You have earned it.

have gotten back to the parade and field activity. You have

been a part of Friday night lights, field tournaments, and

See you soon!

band reviews. It has been fantastic to see so many
programs excited to be at an event and share their
experience with other directors. We are colleagues and
friends. It has been a great reunion for all of us!
This Saturday, November 20th, we will celebrate our 19th
Annual SCSBOA Field Championships. Congratulations to
all of the band directors, students, staff members, parents,
and supporters have spent countless hours in refining their
performances. To all members, I hope you will be able to
attend one of the division host sites to support these
celebrated programs. Each school deserves your
enthusiastic applause on Saturday for all of their successes
this marching season.
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Membership

JAZZ HONOR GROUPS AUDITIONS

Andy Magana

Hello friends and colleagues. I am happy to announce that

teacher with a veteran teacher who teaches in a similar

SCSBOA is relaunching it’s Mentoring Program - A free service

program. This is a wonderful opportunity to have that go-to

offered to all members! Just before the pandemic hit us in 2020

person in your life that you can contact at any time, with any

we had begun to set up a peer to peer mentoring program for

question that comes up in your teaching experience. It is a free

our members. Now that things are slowly getting back into the

service offered to all members, thanks to the many volunteer

swing of things we are hoping to get it up and running.

Mentors that we have among our membership. Although the

AUDITION UPLOAD DEADLINE:
DECEMBER 1, 2021
All of the information about this year's
Honor Jazz Groups can be found here

program is designed to match teachers new to the profession
So do you need help with any of the following?

with a seasoned veteran, teachers with any amount of teaching
experience may request to be matched with a Mentor.

•

Choosing literature that is level appropriate and works
with your instrumentation.

If you are interested in being a mentor or mentee, please fill out
the Google form and submit it by December 1st. You will be

•

Preparing for a Festival performance.

•

Scheduling and recruiting.

•

Selecting and managing fund raising activities.

•

Working with Parent Booster groups.

•

Selecting new instruments or equipment to purchase.

matched with your mentors and mentees and sent the contact
information so you can get in touch whenever you have a need.
There is no minimum or maximum number of times that you
must communicate. It is completely up to the two of you to work

out whether you want to communicate by email, phone, zoom
or in person. On the form you can suggest or request to have a
specific Mentor. If that person is not on our volunteer Mentor
list, they can be contacted to see if they can make themselves
available to you.

•

Finding new resources and materials for instruction.
Don’t forget, you must be a current member of SCSBOA to

These are just a few examples of the many tasks, decisions

take advantage of the Mentoring program. It’s just another

and issues we face everyday. Our goal is to make it easy for

reason why you should renew your membership now if you

you to get some quick answers to any questions you may have

have not already done so.

and to share ideas with professionals who have “been there
and done that”. There is no need to spend hours reinventing

If you have any questions please contact me: Andy Magana

the wheel.

membership@scsboa.org

The SCSBOA Mentoring program which will match a
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Middle School Education
Yeon Choi

EXCITING News for the 2022 Middle School Honor

*Symphonic Strings conducted by Curt Richardson

Group!!

(retired), and

Please see below for the most updated 2022 SCSBOA

*Symphonic Band conducted by Eric Mabrey (Olympian

‘IN-PERSON’ Middle School Honor Group information

High School).

regarding rehearsal and performance.
To follow the CDC guidelines and protocols, Symphonic

•

Audition materials are posted on the SCSBOA

Band will rehearse and perform outside under a covered

website now. The audition window for submission

space. The String Orchestra and Symphonic Strings will

will open January 1, 2022, and will close on

be indoors with masks on. String groups will perform in

February 4, 2022. You will receive an error

the theater.

message if you try to access the audition site before
the window open date.

Take a moment and encourage your students to apply for
the 2022 Middle School Honor Groups!!

•

Rehearsals will be Saturday, March 26 & Sunday,

March 27 @ Woodbridge HS in Irvine from 9 AM
until 4 PM
•

Performance will be on Saturday, April 2 @
Woodbridge HS in Irvine. 4 PM for Symphonic Band
& @ 6 PM for String Orchestra & Symphonic Strings

This year the middle school honor group will have the

following ensembles students will be placed.
*String Orchestra conducted by Ami Garvin (Suzanne
Middle School),
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High School Education
Amy Villanova

Elementary Education
Ray Llewellyn

Wow! What an interesting start of the school year. As my

First, I hope you will all encourage your student to participate

classes have finally settle in from a September start, we are

in this year’s elementary virtual ensembles. What a great way

finally making some progress on our instruments in beginning

to have your students perform especially since who knows

and more advanced band and string classes. One thing that is

when we will be able to perform ‘live’ with our younger

for sure for myself and my colleagues in the district I teach in,

musicians (especially our band students!) The application for

things are moving along much slower, especially with

both the band and string groups is up on our website with a

elementary school students. I saw this one day which helped

submission due date of December 10th. We hope to show the

me understand and I thought I would share it with all of you:

completed performance at the conference in January.
Second, we have some great sessions set-up especially for
our elementary music educators at our annual professional
development conference in January including a session on
elementary percussion teaching strategies, elementary string
teaching strategies, string instrument repairs, as well as a
couple of sessions that will feature some wonderful
elementary educators from across Southern California to
share their knowledge with all of you covering topics relevant

to elementary music teachers such as managing multiple
duties at multiple sties as an elementary music teacher and
schedule solutions for elementary music teachers.
This chart, to me, explains much of what we are dealing with.
The students we are teaching are behind in so many ways

I look forward to see you all there in January!

since they have not had a ‘normal’ school year for 2 year! We
have all had to adjust to this new pace due to the lack of a
‘normal’ school year, which is definitely different that what we

are accustom to. We are addressing these issues in a few
ways for all of you:
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Field Adjudication

Festival Adjudication

Susie Marin

Colleagues and friends this newsletter is coming to you

parade and support these performers and celebrate the

on the eve of the 19th Annual SCSBOA Field Show

pageantry of it all. I wish good skill to all the performers,

Championships. This year’s performances are long

and I thank you all for a great season.

awaited after an entire lost season of marching band.
This year’s performances will be a tribute to the

Looking to the future the FASC is working to improve

excellence and resiliency of instrumental music in

Field for 2022. Please complete this survey for each of

Southern California schools. The return of the marching

the shows you have attended. The data will be used to

arts has been led by our dedicated music educators and

improve how shows are managed and organized as well

followed through by our committed and talent students.

as the quality of the performance facilities. The “Green”

Saturday will be an emotional day for all in the marching

sheet is still available, on the website, for adjudication

arts community, I encourage you to go to a show or

concerns.

Greetings! I hope everyone is starting to see the light at
the end of the Fall tunnel of marching band, starting
beginners, and concerts. It’s a busy and rewarding time
of year, but it can also bring many frustrations. I know
from my field adjudication experience that our goal has
been to be even more positive, helpful, and encouraging
to both students and directors, and I want to let you know
that as we eventually move into band and orchestra
season, our goal will be to continue this support. It's early
to think about festival, but as we search to reinvent our
programs and consider the types of activities our students
would benefit from, I want you to consider this: We want
the festival experience to be a positive, rewarding,
enjoyable, and fun experience for you and your students.
That’s right, I said the “F” word - “Fun”! We want to put
the “F” back in festival. Think about the other uses of the
word – Fall Festival, Festival of Lights, Festival of the Arts
– these are fun things, right? But when someone asks
you, “Are you going to festival this year?”, does it give you
a different feeling? If it does, you’re not alone. I often talk
with directors who haven’t taken their groups to a festival,
or who groan at the stress it gives them. I want you to
reconsider band festivals, and we’re going to reconsider
their purpose for you as well.

Here’s what I believe; that it is, above all, an opportunity
to perform for other bands, get useful, pedagogically
valid, feedback on how to improve your ensemble’s future
performances, to see and hear other bands perform, and
to be encouraged by the experience. To the wise director,
it’s also a great time for group bonding and having fun.
Scott Domingues and I have been discussing this a lot,
and soon we will be proposing some changes in festival
procedures, but before we do, we’d like to hear from you.
You’ll soon be getting an email inviting you to take a
short, anonymous survey about your festival experiences,
preferences, and opinions. Please give us your candid
feedback so we can customize the festival experience to
best meet our members’ needs.
Will you still get a recording pointing out what’s working
and what you need to work on? Yes! Will there be
ratings? Sure! But, in addition, we want the focus to be on
what will help your band improve the most, and in
creating a realistic and enjoyable performance experience
for bands at every level. In the next newsletter, I’ll
provide you with some more specific details of what we
have in mind for you. Until then, find a few minutes here
and there to breathe, walk, run, sip a beverage, and
laugh a little, before yet another Fall has passed you by.

I can tell you what I think band and orchestra festival is
not: It is not a test. It is not an “assessment” (of you or
your students). It is not a measure of your worth. It
should not be the longest three minutes in between
pieces while standing on a silent stage, waiting for the
omnipotent voice from above to say, “Please continue”.
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2022 Professional Development Conference

1st Vice-President
Duane Otani

SCSBOA has a strong tradition of providing
outstanding professional development opportunities
to music educators in southern California. Over the
past year, the ongoing pandemic challenged our
organization to reimagine how we provide resources
to help our members succeed during a very
challenging time. We remain diligent in our mission
to continue supporting our membership in 2021-22,
while meeting evolving safety guidelines, and plan to
provide an in-person SCSBOA conference on
January 21 and 22, 2022.
The conference will once again take place at the
Hyatt Regency Orange County. In order to protect
our music students who traditionally participate in the
honor ensembles throughout the weekend - many of
whom are not eligible for vaccination - we will be
postponing the honor ensemble experience until
April. Though we will miss the presence of the honor
ensembles, we have a wide variety of sessions and
experiences in the works that you will not want to
miss.

the duration of the conference as part of your
conference fee. This will include two breakfast
meals, two lunch meals, and one Friday night dinner
banquet gala meal. Registration information will be
released in early October.
Thank you to everyone that has expressed an
interest in presenting a session at this year’s
conference. This year’s conference will feature three
formats of sessions: rapid session (30 minutes),
traditional sessions (45 minutes), and presentation
and open forum sessions (90 minutes) scheduled
throughout the day. There will also be opportunities
for post-secondary/adult ensembles to perform as a
featured ensemble at the conference. We look
forward to using this new flexible format to leverage
the expertise of our membership in the most effective
way possible.
Please feel free to contact me at 1stvp@scsboa.org if
you have any questions. I look forward to sharing
additional details about the conference with you in
the upcoming months.

The cost of this year's conference will remain at the
traditional price of $200 - same price that we offered
in 2020. We plan to offer 50 sessions/concerts over
two days. In addition to the conference
sessions/concerts, we will also offer hosted meals for
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String Education
Jim Wang

Across
3 The way you shape your mouth to play your
instrument

Music Terms Crossword

1

2
3

4

Down

4 Tells you how many beats are in each
measure and which note gets the beat

2 The position of your body and instrument.
Should be sitting up nice and tall on the
edge of your seat!

6 A scale composed only of half steps and
includes all twelve notes

5 A curved line between two (or more) notes
that indicates not to tongue the second note

10 All

5

7 A sharp, flat, or natural sign that appears in

12 A quick, lively tempo
6

7

16 Soft dynamic

9

10

11

12

13

18 The most important musical line in a piece
of music

14
15

16

17

20 A rhythmic figure in which three equal-length
notes are played in the space of either one
or two beats
22 The clef generally used by higher-pitched
instruments

20
21
22

23

19 Gradually slow down

18

19

24

24 Coming up with and playing musical ideas
spur of the moment, without written music
25

25 The final section of some pieces of music;
indicated by a specific symbol

11/18/2021

front of a note and remains in effect for the
rest of the measure
8 An articulation that is smooth and connected

17 An articulation that is short, light, and
separated

8

1 Loud dynamic

Add A Footer

9 Appears after the clef sign and tells you
which sharps or flats should be played
during the piece (can change later in the
piece!)
11 Playing the same notes and rhythms at the
same time
13 An articulation that is emphasized and
strong
14 The speed of the beat
15 Very loud dynamic
21 A crucial element to creating a good tone on
a wind instrument is proper
support.
23 The clef generally used by lower-pitched
instruments
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Public Information continued…
Brian Hamilton

This approach is especially geared towards ensembles that have a wide range of musical abilities. If the
school ensemble is leveled, then the repertoire chosen should mainly fall in Levels 1-3 found below. For
musical growth and improvement, directors should try to assign music that falls mainly in the Level 3
category for performances. If sight reading, music typically should be chosen from Level 2.
Students should eventually be able to identify their own music based upon the following 4 levels:
Level 1 – A musician can sight-read and perform an excerpt without mistakes in regards to
pitch, rhythm, and basic musicianship ideas.
Level 2 – A musician can sight-read and perform an excerpt with minimal or minor mistakes in
regards to pitch, rhythm, and basic musicianship ideas. The musician will need to perform through the
excerpt 2-4 times to negate any pitch, rhythm, and musicianship problems.

How Students Should Practice Music from Level 3
•
Learn the required fingerings/slide positions
•
Determine and write in rhythms for difficult rhythmic passages
•
Practice the excerpt at a comfortable, slow tempo
•
Write down the tempo that the excerpt can be performed without mistakes
•
Check the intonation of pitches at the comfortable tempo
•
Each time the excerpt is practiced, begin it at a comfortable tempo and slowly increase speed until
desired tempo is reached. This can take days or weeks to achieve.
•
Take breaks and don’t rush the repetitions when practicing an excerpt
•
Practice each day (and or multiple times a day) for mental and physical endurance to achieve
mastery of the excerpt
How to approach Level 4 (with the director’s approval)
•
Simplify the excerpt:
o
Alter the octave
o
Simplify rhythms
o
Omit excerpts or section of music
o
Perform a different instruments part instead of one’s own excerpt.
One of the key elements to this process is demonstrating to them how to identify the different levels of
music on their own. This should dramatically help students efficiently practice with a purpose.

Level 3 – A musician cannot sight-read and perform an excerpt without having multiple
mistakes in regards to pitch and rhythm. The musician will need multiple days/weeks to
practice the excerpt to achieve mastery in regards to pitch and rhythm as well as have a basic
understanding of musical ideas.
Level 4 – A musician cannot sight-read and perform an excerpt because it is technically beyond
the musician’s current level of performance. The musician will need more than the
allotted time (typically couple of weeks) to be able to perform the excerpt at the required tempo for
performance.
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Secretary/Medals & Awards
Cathy Olinger

Secretary/Medals & Awards
Outstanding Jazz Ensemble Educator
The Outstanding Jazz Ensemble Educator is awarded to a member who has made extraordinary contributions to jazz education and SCSBOA.

Outstanding Parent Booster Description
The Outstanding Parent Booster award is presented to a parent who has made extraordinary contributions to school programs and music
community.

SCSBOA has provided a rich tradition for music education in Southern California since 1937!
Help us celebrate 85 years of Music Education with SCSBOA by nominating deserving music educators, directors, coaches,
outstanding booster parents and administration who have made a difference in music education in Southern California for a 2022
SCSBOA Award Recognition.
The award recipients will be presented at SCSBOA Professional Development Conference at the Evening Awards Banquet, Friday,
January 21, 2022, at the Garden Grove Hyatt Regency Hotel.
SCSBOA members, should review the following Award Descriptions and submit your nomination(s) to the Awards Nomination Link
SCSBOA Awards Recognition 2022 no later than November 30, 2021!
SCSBOA Award Descriptions
Honorary Life Member
The Honorary Life Member is admired and has distinguished themselves for exemplary service and quality contributions to SCSBOA and music education.
They go beyond the scope of their assigned position and responsibilities to further the ideals and mission of the SCSBOA.
Gold Award
The Gold Award is presented to teachers who have proven quality service to SCSBOA and music education for at least ten years.
Distinguished Member
The Distinguished Member award is presented to teachers who have provided quality service to and support of the SCSBOA and music education through
adjudication/advisor of auxiliary units or leader and contributor in the music industry.
Veteran Teacher
The Veteran Teacher award is given to teachers who have made extraordinary contributions to local music education over careers of twenty years or more.
Rising Star
The Rising Star award goes to teachers who have made extraordinary contributions to music education and SCSBOA in their first 5 to 7 years of teaching.
Robert Greenwell Award
The Robert Greenwell award recognizes outstanding contribution to the process of adjudication in the areas of Festival, Field and Parade.
Outstanding Middle School Educator
The Outstanding Middle School Educator is awarded to a member who has made extraordinary contributions to music education and SCSBOA.

Outstanding Administrator Description
The Outstanding Administrator Award is presented to an administrator who has demonstrated leadership in developing, improving, and supporting
arts education (and particularly music education) within their school system.

In addition to the annual awards recognition, SCSBOA also supports a scholarship fund for student recipients nominated
by SCSBOA members that plan to attend college in the fall of 2022. Last year, over $3500 was generously donated to
support this Scholarship Fund. Thank you Members!
Scholarship Description
• HLM Continuing Education Scholarship: Recipients who are pursuing a degree in music education/performance in
the fall.
• SCSBOA Membership Scholarship: Recipients are nominated by SCSBOA members as a school music director,
private teacher, parent and/or guardian.
We hope that you will consider contributing to the Scholarship Fund for the 2022 high school graduates. Any dollar amount
will make a profound impact on the future of music education!
2022 Scholarship Donation
Let’s celebrate all that is right in Music Education in 2022!
Congratulations 2020-2021 Scholarship Recipients
• HLM Continuing Education Scholarship
Brooke Braden, Summit High School graduate attending University of Redlands – Music Performance
Samuel Dater, Edison High School graduate attending Northern Arizona University – BM Music
Lucy McCrossin, Royal High School graduate attending Colorado State University – Music Education
Christian Perez, Valencia High School graduate attending University of North Texas – Jazz & Music Education
• SCSBOA Membership Scholarship
Allison Dinger, Temescal High School graduate attending California Baptist University
Emily Dinger, Temescal High School graduate attending University of California – Riverside
Allison Petty, Tesoro High School graduate attending University of Utah

Outstanding Elementary School Educator
The Outstanding Elementary School Educator is awarded to a member who has made extraordinary contributions to music education and SCSBOA.
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